UBC Asian Library

**UPPER FLOOR**
- Great Reads
- Asian Stacks
  - P1 to PL961
- Language Learning
- Display
- Reading space
- Display
- Asian Stacks
  - PL962 to Z
- Librarians
- Photocopying
- Reference
- Storage
- Lobby Below

**GROUND FLOOR**
- Audio Visual
- Circulation Desk
- Course Reserve
- New Arrivals
- Seminar Rooms

**LOWER FLOOR**
- Asian Journals
- Asian Stacks: A to N
- Current Journals
UPPER FLOOR
• Asian Stacks: P to Z
• Great Reads
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• Oversize
• Reading Space
• Reference

LOWER FLOOR
• Asian Journals
• Asian Stacks: A to N
• Current Journals
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